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Summary
Background: Many cellular processes operate in an ‘‘analog’’
regime in which the magnitude of the response is precisely
tailored to the intensity of the stimulus. In order to maintain
the coherenceof such responses, the cellmust provide for pro-
portional expression of multiple target genes across a wide
dynamic range of induction states. Our understanding of the
strategies used to achieve graded gene regulation is limited.
Results: In this work, we document a relationship between
stress-responsive gene expression and the transcription fac-
tor Msn2 that is graded over a large range of Msn2 concentra-
tions. We use computational modeling and in vivo and in vitro
analyses to dissect the roots of this relationship. Our studies
reveal a simple and general strategy based on noncooperative
low-affinity interactions between Msn2 and its cognate
binding sites as well as competition over a large number of
Msn2 binding sites in the genome relative to the number of
Msn2 molecules.
Conclusions: In addition to enabling precise tuning of gene
expression to the state of the environment, this strategy
ensures colinear activation of target genes, allowing for stoi-
chiometric expression of large groups of genes without
extensive promoter tuning. Furthermore, such a strategy
enables precise modulation of the activity of any given
promoter by addition of binding sites without altering the
qualitative relationship between different genes in a regulon.
This feature renders a given regulon highly ‘‘evolvable.’’Introduction
Cells respond to environmental cues and insults by adjusting
gene expression to reorganize their proteome. Occasionally,
such adjustments are drastic, as in the case of differentiation
or entering a senescent state to survive, or in anticipation of
extreme stress. For model organisms such as S. cerevisiae,
such emergency programs are well documented in response
to changes in carbon sources, starvation, or large temperature
shifts [1].
In addition to these rare and extreme cellular decisions, cells
also must contend with a multitude of smaller, transient*Correspondence: jacob_stewart-ornstein@hms.harvard.edu (J.S.-O.),
hana.el-samad@ucsf.edu (H.E.-S.)perturbations. These modest modulations require propor-
tional adjustments to cellular metabolism and physiology,
necessitating a graded regulatory system. Our understanding
of such homeostatic responses does not match our extensive
knowledge of cellular emergency responses, in part because
experimental approaches have generally relied on large per-
turbations [2, 3]. As a result, the principles by which cellular
responses can robustly achieve graded operation over a broad
dynamic range remain largely obscure. Recent studies in the
budding yeast pheromone pathway, the response to calcium
stress, and a number of developmental systems have docu-
mented linear responses. In these contexts, mechanisms by
which external signals are translated into linear patterns of
gene expression occur at the signaling level and involve abun-
dant use of feedback loops [4–7].
To adapt to environmental perturbations, cells engage com-
plexmany-gene protective transcriptional programs. Although
the specific implementations of these programs vary, the basic
strategy is shared from yeast tomammals: stressful conditions
alter the activity of a core set of kinases, such as protein
kinase A (PKA), TOR, or AMPK. These kinases modulate the
activity of a range of transcription factors that in turn regulate
the expression of cytoprotective genes. These networks of
kinases, transcription factors, and their gene targets are
crucial cellular homeostats that allow the organism to adapt
to fluctuating environments. In at least one instance, NF-kB
signaling in mammalian cells, the regulatory structure of these
stress responses has been implicated in the graded responses
that are observed in response to stimulus [8].
In the budding yeast S. cerevisiae, PKA and two of its target
transcription factors, the paralogous proteinsMsn2 andMsn4,
play important roles in cellular homeostatic adaptation to
carbon source fluctuations and other stresses [9]. Activation
of Msn2/4 turns on the transcription of at least 200 genes,
including molecular chaperones, the trehalose and glycogen
synthase machinery, oxidative stress response, mitochondrial
components, and alternate glycolytic enzymes [10–12]. Msn2
plays a dominant role under most conditions in the environ-
mental stress response (ESR), a general protective program
triggered by many distinct stresses [1], raising the questions
of how a single factor can coordinate a large number of
processes and whether target genes exhibit a spectrum of
responses to the same Msn2 signal. Previous data document-
ing the behavior of the Msn2 transcriptional targets have
generally been collected under strong stress conditions and
show little obvious differentiation in timing of different target
genes [1, 13]. Recently, however, more quantitative studies
have uncovered differences in target gene response to the
duration and frequency of Msn2 activity [12, 14].
Here, we use a combination of in vivo and in vitro measure-
ments, guided by computational modeling, to systematically
dissect the response of target genes to Msn2 activity. We
find that Msn2 exhibits noncooperative activation of its
targets, including those whose promoters contain a large
number of Msn2 binding sites. This graded activation is the
combined result of low-affinity interactions between Msn2
and its cognate binding site in gene promoters and competi-
tion over a large number of Msn2 binding sites in the genome
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result in a linear relationship between the concentration of
active Msn2 protein and the expression of many of its
target genes, leading to their colinear and stoichiometric
expression. Linearity is a robust feature of the system and
extends over the full dynamic range of its operation, suggest-
ing that Msn2 provides a proportional homeostatic response
to stressful conditions. In addition to its properties as an
‘‘emergency’’ stress response, these results position the ESR
as a homeostatic system capable of providing a precisely
balanced response across a range of environmental condi-
tions. The strategy that positions Msn2 in this linear regime
is general. It is implemented through simple constraints on
binding affinity and copy number of the transcription factor
as opposed to extensive tuning by feedback loops. As such,
it may provide a fingerprint to identify these features in other
cellular systems. Moreover, the Msn2 strategy constitutes a
framework that may aid the design of synthetic homeostatic
systems.
Results
A Synthetic Circuit Allows for Probing the Relationship
between Msn2 and Its Target Genes
We sought to map the relationship between the responses of
different target genes to the same Msn2 signal by measuring
expression of fluorescent proteins driven by prTPS1 and
prPGM2, two stress-responsive promoters that contain mul-
tiple consensus Msn2/4 binding sites also known as stress
response elements (STREs). To precisely control Msn2
activity, we developed synthetic tools that allowed us to tune
the concentration of active Msn2 in the nucleus while avoiding
the pleiotropic effects of Msn2 activation by stress. We used a
constitutively active allele of MSN2, Msn2-5A, in which every
PKA phosphosite is mutated to alanine [15]. We controlled
expression of this Msn2 mutant allele by placing it under a
GAL1 promoter in a Dmsn2/4 strain expressing an estradiol-
regulated Gal4 fusion protein [16]. This construct allows for
graded regulation of the abundance of Msn2-5A by addition
of the small molecule estradiol. Since this estradiol-inducible
synthetic circuit provides a general strategy for controlling
the expression of any protein over a wide dynamic range, we
further used it to drive the production of two negative regula-
tors of the PKA pathway, the phosphodiesterase PDE2, which
degrades cAMP, and a dominant-negative allele of RAS2
(S24N). These two constructs were integrated into wild-type
(WT) strains (MSN2/4) (Figure 1A), providing two additional
means for tuning Msn2 activity.
Using these tools, wewere able to titrate the activity of Msn2
and measure the expression of fluorescent proteins driven by
prTPS1 and prPGM2. Since these two promoters contain
several STREs, we expected their expression to be a sigmoidal
function of active Msn2, resulting in a nonlinear relationship
between their respective expression profiles (Figure 1B).
Contrary to this expectation, we found that the prTPS-prPGM2
relationship was linear over the whole range of Msn2 activity
(Figure 1C). This result is particularly surprising given that
both the direct titration of Msn2-5A and its activation in the
Ras2(S24N) strain accessed the full dynamic range of the
ESR system. In fact, estradiol-mediated activation of Msn2 in
these strains resulted in the induction of the two target pro-
moters prPGM2 and prHSP12 to levels exceeding (w4-fold
higher than) those observed in heat shock or midstationary
phase (Figure 1D).Targets of Msn2 Show Colinear Activation
To test whether this linear relationship was a general feature of
Msn2 transcriptional regulation of its targets, wemeasured the
expression of a large number of other Msn2 target genes. We
identified 40 such genes from microarray studies [1, 12, 13]
and monitored their expression using a fluorescent reporter
of their promoter activity in a strain harboring the estradiol-
responsive synthetic circuit driving either MSN2-5A, RAS2
dn, or PDE2. Of these promoters, 32 showed measureable
basal expression and greater than 4-fold induction in one of
the perturbations and lost at least 50% of this induction in a
Dmsn2/4 background (see Figure S1E available online). These
results were reproducible and specific to PKA perturbations,
as overexpression of a second dominant-negative allele of
RAS2 (G22A) resulted in induction nearly identical to S24N
(Figure S1A). Overexpression of a constitutively active allele
of Msn4 (4A allele) also resulted in patterns similar to those
generated by induction to Msn2(5A) (Figures S1A–S1D). We
chose this set of 32 promoters for further characterization.
For the bulk of these promoters, all perturbations gave similar
results; therefore, we carried out the rest of our analyses using
Msn2(5A).
As with prTPS1, titration of Msn2-5A produced colinear
relationships between prPGM2 andmost (26) of the 32 charac-
terized promoters (Figure 1C; Figure S1A). Colinear relation-
ships were dependent on direct Msn2 binding, as removal of
the Msn2 binding consensus STREs from the promoters of
two such genes (SSA1 [two sites] and SSA4 [three sites])
ablated induction upon Msn2(5A) overexpression (Figure 1E,
panels 1 and 2; mutants are in red).
In contrast to the 26 promoters that exhibited colinearity,
five promoters (last five panels of Figure 1E) showed a sub-
linear behavior: expression from these promoters was insensi-
tive to low amounts of Msn2(5A), whereas an increase of Msn2
beyond a certain threshold elicited expression colinear with
that of prPGM2. Additionally, several promoters (most notably
GPD1) displayed a degree of saturating behavior, inducing
linearly at low levels of Msn2(5A) but saturating before
maximum induction from the synthetic circuit was reached.
Of the five promoters that showed the sublinear relationship
with prPGM2, two (HSP26 and SIP18) had been suggested in
a previous study to be regulated by chromatin structure [14].
To explore chromatin structure as the root of the sublinear
behavior, we sought to alter this structure by insertion of
poly(T) sequences, which have been shown to disrupt nucleo-
some positioning [17]. We inserted either one or two poly(dT)
sequences (123dT) into the prHSP26 promoter and measured
its coexpression with prPGM2. Consistent with chromatin
playing a role in the threshold on activation of prHSP26, the
insertion of these sequences increased the expression of
prHSP26 and rendered it strongly colinear with prPGM2 (Fig-
ure 1F). By contrast, insertion of poly-dT sequences into the
promoters of three strongly colinear genes (PGM2, TPS1,
and PNC1) resulted in no substantive change in their ex-
pression (data not shown).
Taken together, these results indicate that Msn2 pre-
dominantly activates its downstream genes colinearly. The
exceptions to this linear regulation can be explained by other
contributions such as chromatin architecture—as we observe
for prHSP26—or possibly due to regulation by other transcrip-
tion factors. Notably, these promoters show colinear activa-
tion with other Msn2 targets once the threshold set by other
regulatory factors is passed, and—at least in the case of
HSP26—recover their colinear activation for the full range
Figure 1. Msn2-Regulated Genes Are Induced Colinearly
(A) An estradiol-inducible synthetic circuit is used to overexpress constitutively active alleles of MSN2 or PKA inhibitors (PDE2 and RAS2 dn). The resulting
activation of Msn2 target gene can be measured by cloning the promoter in front of yellow fluorescent protein (prX-YFP).
(B) A simple model of gene expression reveals that if two genes (gene 1 and gene 2) have a sigmoidal dependence on the same transcription factor, then the
ratio of their expression is not constant. The expression ratio of the two genes is constant either when the two genes have identical dependence on the
transcription factor or if they are individually linearly dependent on the transcription factor.
(C) The PGM2 and TPS1 promoters show colinear activation over awide range of expression levels upon overexpression ofMsn2(5A) or PKA inhibitors using
the estradiol-inducible synthetic circuit. Each dot represents the average expression level from these promoters at a given concentration of the inducer
estradiol.
(D) The HSP12 and PGM2 promoters show similar susceptibility to Msn2(5A) overexpression but differ quantitatively in their response to PKA inhibition.
(E) Expression level of different Msn2 target promoters plotted against the expression of prPGM2-YFP as the levels of Msn2(5A) are varied. The red dots in
SSA1 and SSA4 show expression when promoters are mutated to remove Msn2 binding (STRE) elements.
(F) The HSP26 promoter shows a sublinear response to Msn2(5A) activation compared to PGM2. Insertion of one or two chromatin-disrupting poly(T)
elements into the HSP26 promoter converts HSP26-PGM2 to a monotonic linear relationship.
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results are consistent with earlier work on the kinetics of gene
expression from Msn2-regulated genes that found most
targets to be rapidly and coherently activated, while a subset
of genes showed more delayed kinetics [14].Msn2 Activates Promoters in Proportion to Its
Concentration
Traditionally, the presence of multiple binding sites for tran-
scriptional regulators in gene promoters has been thought to
produce gene regulatory functions of increasing steepness
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do not conform to this notion. Instead, the colinearity in the
expression of these promoters argues that gene expression
is instead linearly related to the concentration of nuclear
Msn2, even in cases where these promoters contain a large
number of STREs.
The relationship between Msn2 and a promoter it regu-
lates, such as prPGM2, depends on at least two distinct
kinetic steps: the translocation of Msn2 into the nucleus
and the binding of nuclear Msn2 to prPGM2, resulting in
the production of red fluorescent protein (RFP). The most
parsimonious model accounting for these two steps repre-
sents the translocation of Msn2 in and out of the nucleus
as first-order processes proceeding at a rate kin and kout,
respectively, and the rate of production of proteins (RFP in
this example) as a simple linear function of nuclear Msn2,
½Msn2n. In addition, in this model, Msn2 is assumed to be
produced in the cytoplasm at a constant rate and degraded
both in the cytoplasm and in the nucleus with first-order
kinetics. The degradation rate in the nucleus is denoted gn,
and the total amount of Msn2 in nucleus and cytoplasm is
denoted by ½Msn2total (see Supplemental Information). This
model predicts that at steady state, the nuclear concentra-
tion of Msn2 is given by
½Msn2n= kin
kin + kout +gn
½Msn2total:
As a result, the amount of fluorescence produced by the
PGM2 promoter is proportional to ½Msn2total (Figure 2A):
½RFPf kin
kin + kout +gn
½Msn2total:
With such simplifying assumptions, the equation above
predicts that if the nuclear residence of Msn2 were to be
increased by either increasing kin or decreasing kout, then
the relationship between prPGM2 expression and total
Msn2 would still be linear, but with an increased slope (Fig-
ure 2A). This prediction can be validated by taking advantage
of different Msn2 alleles with an increasing number of PKA
phosphosite substitutions (Msn2-Xa, where X = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
5). These alleles span a range of nuclear localizations, from
limited (Msn2-0A) to constitutive nuclear localization (Msn2-
5A) (Figure 2C; Figure S2A). We simultaneously monitored in
the same cell the expression of Msn2(Xa)-yellow fluorescent
protein (YFP), whose concentration can be titrated using the
estradiol synthetic circuit, and prPGM2-RFP expression (Fig-
ure 2B). Induction by estradiol resulted in increasing concen-
trations of Msn2 and revealed that a strong linear relationship
indeed exists between prPGM2 expression and total Msn2
concentration irrespective of the Msn2 allele used (Figure 2D).
The slope of the line relating prPGM2-RFP expression and
any one Msn2 allele was an increasing function of the allele’s
nuclear localization. These patterns were not unique to
prPGM2, as the same linear and ordered relationship also
existed between the different Msn2 alleles and prTPS1 (Fig-
ure S2). This uniformity of behavior across the spectrum of
Msn2 alleles demonstrates that neither the protein’s nuclear
import nor export dynamics contribute to the linear activation
behavior. Furthermore, we note that total Msn2 levels con-
sistently decreased in abundance for the same estradiol
induction in the more active alleles, confirming previous
observations of an increased rate of degradation of Msn2 in
the nucleus [18, 19].Binding Sites in Target Promoters Show No Interactions
The proportional activation of Msn2 target genes over the
whole dynamic range of the system suggests that Msn2
should bind to different STREs in the same promoter indepen-
dently in the regime we are investigating, which also spans the
physiological regime. To directly test this notion, we focused
on the Pgm2 promoter, which has five consensus STREs in
the 500 bp preceding the start codon. If the binding of Msn2
to any one STRE is independent from its binding to other
STREs present in the same promoter, prPGM2 expression in
any two single STRE mutants should be predictive of expres-
sion of the double mutant. To test this notion, we mutated
each individual STRE in series—we chose to use a minimal
single base pair substitution (AGGGG/AGaGG) that ablates
in vivo activity of the binding site—creating five single-mutant
alleles. We then constructed all ten possible double-mutant
-alleles and measured the expression of each of the WT and
15 mutant prPGM2 promoters. The expression of all double-
mutant promoters was approximated as a product of the
activity of the constituent single mutants (Figure 2E). There-
fore, no pair of STREs depended on each other for activity.
A Simple Binding Model Predicts the Regimes in Which
a Linear Relationship between Gene Expression and TF
Concentration Exists
Next, we sought to probe the root of the linear relationship
between gene expression and Msn2 concentration. Using
mass-action kinetics equations, the fraction of bound Msn2






Kd + ½Msn2f :
Here, ½Msn2f  is the concentration of free nuclear Msn2 and
is related to total nuclear Msn2 by the equation
½Msn2n= ½Msn2f + ½Msn2:STRE:
In the limit that Kd[½Msn2n or ½Msn2n  ½STREtotal,




In this case (see Supplemental Information), gene ex-
pression is a linear function of ½Msn2n. Furthermore, since
½Msn2nf½Msn2total, the experimentally measured linear
relationship between gene expression and ½Msn2total is reca-
pitulated at steady state if Kd is large, ½Msn2 is small, or both.
The number of Msn2 molecules in the cell has been esti-
mated to be 125 [20]. Even overexpressed from a strong
GAL1 promoter, we estimate that there are no more than
2,000–3,000Msn2molecules in the nucleus (see Supplemental
Information). For a nuclear volume of 4–10 pl ½Msn2total, the
concentration of total Msn2 is w0.1 mM to low micromolar.
Therefore, a linear relationship can arise between ½Msn2total
and the bound STRE fraction if either Kd or ½STREtotal is large
compared to this ½Msn2total.
Msn2 Binds STREs with Low Affinity
To measure directly the binding affinity of Msn2 to STREs and
extract the Kd value, we took advantage of the mechanically
induced trapping of molecular interactions (MITOMI) 2.0
system, an in vitro microfluidic technique that determines the
Figure 2. Gene Expression Is Linear as a Function
of Msn2
(A) A model that assumes a linear relationship be-
tween Msn2 level and gene expression of its target
promoters predicts a continued linear relationship
with a higher slope upon overexpression of
increasingly active Msn2 alleles.
(B) An estradiol-inducible synthetic circuit drives
the expression of Msn2 alleles [Msn2(xA)-YFP]
that have different nuclear localization levels. The
activity of a downstream PGM2-RFP promoter
was monitored.
(C) Cells expressing Msn2(xA)-YFP imaged after
2 hr of induction with estradiol. Msn2 alleles with
multiple phosphosite substitutions show
increased nuclear localization of Msn2.
(D) prPGM2-RFP fluorescence as a function of
Msn2-YFP for the different Msn2 alleles. As pre-
dicted by the model, the linear relationship per-
sists, but with a different slope for different alleles.
(E) Measured expression level from a STRE dou-
ble-mutant PGM2 promoter plotted against the
expression level predicted from a multiplicative
model that assumes independent binding to every
STRE. Mutations were made to each of the five
consensus Msn2 binding sites. Expression levels
measured for these single mutants were used to
predict the expression level of the double mutants.
All ten possible double mutants were then con-
structed, and their expression was measured.
The best-fit line of a linear model is also plotted.
All expression levels are normalized to wild-type
(WT) pr-PGM2 expression. Error bars represent
SE (n = 3).
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2340absolute binding affinity of a given transcription factor to its
cognate binding sites [21, 22]. The MITOMI 2.0 procedure
works as follows: individual cells of the microfluidic device
are programmed with fluorescently labeled double-strandedoligonucleotides, arrayed in a series of
dilutions. Using a separate fluorophore,
labeled His-tagged protein (Msn2) is
introduced into the device, solubilizing
the deposited DNA sequences. Within
each cell, anti-His antibodies, deposited
below a ‘‘button’’ valve, recruit Msn2 pro-
tein, allowing the Msn2-DNA binding in-
teractions to be mechanically trapped by
the activation of the button valve. Untrap-
pedmaterial is thenwashedaway, leaving
trapped complexes at their equilibrium
concentrations. By imaging, the ratio of
bound protein and trapped DNA may be
determinedbeneath thebutton. Thebind-
ing occupancy curves and the free DNA
concentration are then fit, and the Kd of
each interaction is measured (Figure 3A).
Using this approach, we measured the
in vitro affinity ofMsn2 for 27 oligonucleo-
tide sequences, each consisting of 40 bp
centered at a single genomic consensus
STREbindingmotif (AGGGG). In the event
that two STREs fell into this range, we
mutated one of the sequences to a non-
consensus site. These sequences were
taken from endogenous promoters ofgenes that are strongly responsive to Msn2 activity (PGM2,
HSP12, TPS1, HSP26, RTC3, and CYC7; Table S4; Figure S3).
MeasuredKd values ranged from0.2 to 4 mM (Figure 3B), corre-
sponding to a relatively low affinity of Msn2 to STREs.
Figure 3. Msn2 Affinity Measurements of STREs
by MITOMI Show Low Affinity
(A) MITOMI measurements of Msn2 affinity for a
cognate or mismatched motif. The plots show
the bound fraction of DNA as a function of total
DNA in the microfluidic chamber. These data
can be used to extract an absolute binding con-
stant Kd.
(B) Histogram of Kd for 29 binding motifs from pro-
moters that are in vivo targets of Msn2.
(C) MITOMI measurements of Kd show that Msn2
exhibits different binding preferences as the first
nucleotide in the binding motif (NAGGGG)
changes. Error bars show 95% confidence interval
of fits to data pooled from at least three replicate
experiments.
(D) In vivo measurements of expression from a
crippled CYC1 promoter with four copies of the
NAGGGG sequence (pr43STRE-CYC1). Data are
reported as fold change of fluorescence upon
maximal Msn2(5A) overexpression using the
estradiol-inducible circuit. Error bars represent
SE (n = 3).
(E) Design of Msn2 alleles with higher and lower
binding affinity. The regions targeted for mutation
are highlighted in blue (histidine spacing) and pink
(linker).
(F) Kd values for the H and HT Msn2 alleles plotted
against the Kd of the WT allele for the samemotifs.
Themutants show the same binding preference as
theWTbut different binding affinities. Lines of best
fit for each mutant are plotted and the equations
given.
(G) Expression of prHSP12 for the different Msn2
alleles as the levels of Msn2-YFP (x axis) is varied
using the estradiol-inducible synthetic circuit. The
H and T alleles induce less prHSP12 expression,
whereas the HT allele induces slightly increased
expression. Error bars represent standard error
(n = 3).
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we selected a single binding site from the PGM2 promoter
and measured Msn2 binding affinity for different bases in the
first position of the NAGGGGsequence (Figure 3C). Consistent
with previous data, Msn2 had a significantly lower Kd for the
AAGGGG motif than for motifs that have C/G/T in the first
position (Figure 3C; [21]). To validate these measurements,
we determined expression upon Msn2 overexpression of a
promoter containing four copies of each of these motifs fused
to a crippled CYC1-YFP promoter. In agreement with the
in vitro data, the AAGGGG motif, which has the lowest Kd,
showed substantially higher activity, followed by CAGGGG,GAGGGG, and TAGGGG (Figure 3D).
Examining the yeast genome, we find
that almost two-fifths (38%) of NAGGGG
motifs have A in the first position, and
that this fraction increases slightly as
one examines only promoters with four
or more binding sites (Figure S3A).
Low-Affinity Binding Is Not Caused
by Noncanonical Zinc-Finger Linker
Arrangements
The Msn2 DNA binding domain consists
of two tandem zinc fingers connected
by a short linker. For many zinc-fingertranscription factors, this linker region is strongly conserved
and has been shown to exert an influence on DNA binding
affinity [23]. The linker region of Msn2 is divergent from
consensus sequences, having both increased spacing
between invariant histidine residues immediately before the
linker and also a strongly diverged sequence within the linker
itself (Figure 3E; Figure S3). To investigate whether the Msn2
divergent linker might explain the protein’s relatively low bind-
ing affinity to DNA, we engineered Msn2 alleles with linkers
conforming to the consensus sequences. Previous work that
has explored the function of the linker residues suggests that
perturbations to the linker should not significantly affect the
Figure 4. Saturated Binding of Msn2 to DNA Can Be Induced by Altering Its DNA Binding Site Preference and Affinity
(A) A mass-action model shows that linearity in the relationship between gene expression and transcription factor concentration can be achieved by either
low-affinity binding or plentiful binding sites. Msn2 appears to be centered in this regime in respect to both criteria.
(B)Two point mutations in the second zinc finger of Msn2 convert its specificity from AAGGGG to GGGGGG.
(C) Expression from a CYC1 promoter containing three consecutive GGGGGG or AAGGGG motifs. The Msn2 mutant alleles Msn2-6G(H) or Msn2-6G(K)
specifically activate the promoter containing the three GGGGGGmotifs, but not theWT (AAGGGG)Msn2 bindingmotifs. Msn2-6G(H) activates the promoter
more strongly than Msn2-6G(K).
(D) Expression from pr6GCYC1-RFP as a function of Msn2-6G(H) (green) and Msn2-6G(K) (blue). The expression shows saturating activation of the
transcriptional reporter, with the Msn2-6G(K) allele showing w2-fold reduced affinity. Dashed lines represent fits to [YFP]/([YFP]+kd). Titration of the
corresponding Msn2 allele is achieved using the estradiol-inducible circuit.
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2342protein’s DNA binding specificity but can impact its binding
affinity [23–26]. Drawing on this extensive literature, we con-
structed threeMSN2mutantswith altered linker arrangements.
One construct (H allele) converted the HX4H spacing to a more
conventional HX3Hspacingby removing the final valine residue
(V669), the second construct (T allele) converted the linker
sequence to the consensus (S671T, N672G, R674K), and the
final construct combined these two mutations (HT allele).
Based on previous data, we suspected that the H and T
alleles by themselveswould reduce binding affinity but in com-
bination would move the protein toward the consensus and
therefore increase DNA binding affinity without altering speci-
ficity (Figure 3E; see Supplemental Information for details).
Affinity measurements by MITOMI 2.0 show that, as expected,
the H allele reduces affinity by w2-fold. Somewhat surpris-
ingly, the HT allele showed relatively small binding-site-
dependent change in affinity but on average appeared to
show similar affinity toWT. Furthermore, as onewould predict,
given that the linker residues are not expected to contact DNA,
these alleles appear not to have altered preference for DNA
binding (Figure 3F; Figure S3). Consistent with our predictions
and binding affinities, we found that the H allele had a stronglydecreased and the T allele had a slightly decreased ability to
activate the prHSP12 promoter in vivo (Figure 3G). The HT
allele has a slightly increased ability to activate prHSP12,
despite our inability to detect a significant change of affinity
in vitro. Importantly, overexpression of these alleles preserved
the linear inductions of prHSP12 (Figure 3G), although as
expected, the HT and H allele showed increased and reduced
activity, respectively. These data suggest that perturbations to
the Msn2 linker arrangement that change the binding affinity
(at least within the affinity regimes that are experimentally
accessible) are not sufficient to break the robust linear rela-
tionship between Msn2 and its target genes.
Competitive Interactions of Msn2 with Binding Sites May
Contribute to Linearity
As discussed above, in addition to low binding affinity, linearity
in the relationship between Msn2-dependent gene expression
and the total available Msn2 can result from a low Msn2-
to-STRE ratio, resulting in competition between STREs for
binding to Msn2 (see Supplemental Information for details;
Figure 4A). There are 8,450 consensus STREs (AGGGG) in
the genome, roughly half of which (4,122) are present in
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upstream of a start codon). Consistent with these sequence-
based estimates, recent in vivo measurements of Msn2
binding identified 1,290 loci—many of which contain multiple
STRE motifs—that associate with Msn2 during stress condi-
tions [12].
Testing the prediction that an excess of binding sites
contributes to the observed linear relationship would require
reducing the number of Msn2 binding sites in the genome,
which is not experimentally tractable. An alternative experi-
mental approach would be to engineer the Msn2 protein to
recognize DNA sequences that are less abundant in the
genome.
To define such a low-occurrence sequence motif, we
scanned a database of the S. cerevisiae promoter sequences
for the number of occurrences of GNNGNN, a sequence motif
known to be bound by canonical zinc fingers. Interestingly, the
least commonmotif, GTCGGG (416 occurrences), matches the
consensus of the proteosomal regulator Rpn4, and the fifth
least common motif, GCGGGG, matches the Mig1 consensus
[11, 27]. These results hint that random transcription factor
binding might be deleterious, perhaps causing selection pres-
sure to eliminate nonspecific sites. Of the least common such
sequences, the ninth on this list (GGGGGG, 540 occurrences)
is not target of any of the known transcription factors in yeast.
To switch Msn2 recognition from AAGGGG to GGGGGG, we
made two mutations to its second zinc finger [Q693R and
N690H, the Msn2-6G(H) allele, or Q693R and N690K, the
Msn2-6G(K) allele]. These mutations are predicted to alter
Msn2 specificity from AAG to GGG, with high affinity for
Msn2-6G(H) and low affinity for Msn2-6G(K) (Figure 4B; [28]).
The Msn2-6G(H) and Msn2-6G(K) alleles, tested in a msn2/
4D strain, specifically bound and activated a CYC1 promoter
whose UAS was modified to contain three 6xG sequences
(pr6GCYC-YFP). At the same time, these alleles did not induce
any activity in a CYC1 promoter containing the consensus WT
STRE (AGGGG; Figure 4C). However, the WT Msn2 allele was
able to bind and activate the 6xG promoter, albeit to a lesser
degree than our engineered alleles, further emphasizing
Msn2’s binding promiscuity. These data suggest that the
mutant alleles can be used to investigate whether the Msn2
binding linearity can be compromised by a combination
of increased binding affinity and decreased number of com-
peting genomic binding sites (Figure 4A, arrow).
To do so, we titrated Msn2-6G(H) and Msn2-6G(K) using the
estradiol synthetic circuit and measured the expression of a
pr6GCYC-RFP. In contrast toWTMsn2, these alleles produced
a nonlinear and saturating expression profile (Figure 4D). This
relationship was well fit by a simple Michaelis-Menten binding
model (R2 > 0.95). Additionally, the Msn2-6G(K) allele showed
weaker binding with less maximum expression and a 2-fold
lower apparent Kd for the promoter (Figure 4C). Our alterations
of the Msn2 DNA binding domain did not affect its coopera-
tivity, since the MSN2-6G allele induced graded and propor-
tional increase in gene expression from a synthetic promoter
containing one, two, or three binding sites (Figure S4). Further-
more, a transcription factor chimera that substitutes the Msn2
DNA binding domain with that of the Gal4 transcription factor
while preserving the Msn2 activation domain showed strong
saturating interactions with the GAL1 promoter (Figure S4).
Since Gal4 is known to bind strongly to less than 20 loci in
the genome [29], these data further corroborate low-affinity
competitive interactions as the root of the linear relationship
between Msn2 and its target genes.Discussion
In many contexts, cells respond to stimuli with decisive
commitment to a phenotypic state. It is usually assumed that
genes that drive this transition exist in just two alternative func-
tional states, active and inactive, and that the switch between
these two states occurs decisively in a narrow regime of tran-
scription factor concentration. In addition to making decisive
choices, cells and organisms also need to continuously adjust
to the demands of their environment. Systems that are respon-
sible for homeostasis or graded developmental processes
may need to operate in an ‘‘analog’’ regime where a response
is tailored to the exact intensity of the stimulus in order to pre-
vent deleterious over- or underreactions [4, 6, 30, 31]. In fact,
many nutrient- and stress-responsive systems are tightly
embedded in negative feedback loops that ensure regulated
and limited expression [5, 32–35]. For example, feedback
loops present in the budding yeast pheromone and calcium-
sensing pathways have been shown to play a role in maintain-
ing the graded relationship between stimulus and response in
these systems [5, 32].
In this work, we document a relationship between stress-
responsive gene expression and the transcription factor
Msn2 that generates graded behavior over a large range of
Msn2 concentrations. We demonstrate that a large number
of ESR genes show a linear expression response as a function
ofMsn2. Using synthetic biology tools to precisely set the con-
centrations of the active transcription factor Msn2, we were
able to probe gene activation quantitatively and measure
dose responses over the whole physiological regime of the
ESR system while avoiding pleiotropic effects of its stress-
mediated induction. Our investigations, coupled with compu-
tational modeling and in vitro analysis, revealed a robust and
simple strategy for the linear relationship between Msn2 and
its targets. Specifically, we established that the interaction
between Msn2 and its cognate binding motif is positioned in
a linear regime through a combination of weak noncooperative
binding and a limited number of Msn2 molecules relative to
binding sites in the genome. Supporting this model, we
demonstrated that modifications of Msn2 that increase its
binding affinity and change its binding preference to an infre-
quently occurring motif in the genome abrogate this linearity
and induce dose-response saturation. The conversion to a
rapidly saturating factor could be achieved with two amino
acid substitutions in the second zinc finger of Msn2, suggest-
ing that the graded nature of Msn2 binding to its promoters is
an organizational feature of the system, not a consequence of
its biophysical constraints.
In addition to enabling precise tuning of gene expression to
the state of the environment, there are at least two additional
benefits for maintaining such a linear response in the ESR
system. First, linearity as a function of Msn2 implies colinear
activation of target genes, allowing for stoichiometric ex-
pression of large groups of genes without extensive promoter
tuning. Second, low-affinity linear interactions allow for pre-
cise tuning of promoter activity by modification of binding
site affinity or addition of new binding sites. These features
render the Msn2 regulon easily ‘‘evolvable,’’ as a change in a
given promoter, for example addition by a binding site, can
modify the slope of the linear relationship that relates Msn2
and the gene output. However, such a change does not affect
the coherence of the regulon. Consistent with this notion,
stress-responsive networks in fungi show rapid rewiring
across evolutionary timescales [36–39].
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output relationship between Msn2 and its target genes, the
linearity we uncovered has important implications for the
dynamic operation of the system. This aspect needs to be
considered in the context of the PKA regulatory system, which
produces dynamic changes in Msn2 activity in response to
stress. Low-affinity interactions ofMsn2withDNA induce rapid
(subsecond) binding and unbinding of Msn2 to its response
elements, allowing for rapid dynamic control of gene expres-
sion if the rate-limiting step for promoter activation is transcrip-
tion factor binding. Further dynamic control can be achieved
by layering additional rate-limiting steps such as chromatin re-
modeling. Indeed, prHSP26, which showed a threshold-linear
relationship with Msn2, has also been previously shown to
exhibit dynamics that are different than otherMsn2-responsive
genes (at the minute timescales) in response to Msn2 activity
[14].More broadly, such a strategymight be useful for inducing
temporal coherence for a group of genes while still allowing for
select genes to be ‘‘late responders.’’ It will be interesting to
determine whether tightly regulated temporal processes,
such as the cell cycle [38], employ similar mechanisms to
implement temporally regimented gene induction profiles.
In summary, we have shown that the ESR in the yeast
S. cerevisiae constitutes a system where gene activation is
linearly commensurate with the cell’s perception of environ-
mental stress as encoded by the level of active Msn2. This
linearity, which endows the system with many kinetic and
dynamic properties, is implemented through a simple and
robust strategy relying on competitive and weak binding of
the transcription factor. As a result, we anticipate this strategy




All yeast strains used for these experiments were derived from W303A-1 in
which the ade2 marker was reverted to ADE2+ to reduce the autofluores-
cence. Promoter constructs were integrated at the TRP1 locus of a HIS3+
MATa strain. Overexpression constructs were integrated into the TRP1
locus of a LEU2+ MATalpha strain that contained the estradiol-inducible
construct. These strains were then mated and diploids were selected in
SD-Leu/His media. All strains were constructed using standard yeast proto-
cols and LioAc/PEG transformation. For a complete list of strains and plas-
mids, see Tables S1 and S2.
For all strains expressing a single fluorophore, YFP(Venus) was used due
to its superior maturation rate and brightness. For two-color experiments,
RFP (mKate2) was used for the promoter construct and the fast-maturing
YFP for the transcription factor.
Growth and Fluorescence Measurements by Flow Cytometry
For all measurements, cells were grown to saturation in 96-shallow-
well plates (Costar), diluted into fresh media, and grown at 30C on
orbital shakers (Elim) for 12 hr to an optical density (OD) of w0.5. Cells
were subsequently diluted (with estradiol added as necessary) and grown
for 6 hr to an OD of w0.05 before measurement. Expression of the estra-
diol-regulated system was activated by addition of 0–200 nm estradiol
(stock of 1.6 mM in 90/10 mixture of EtOH/DMSO), typically applied in
log1.6 titration series. Expression of the tetracycline-regulated system
was activated by addition of 0–100 ng/ml anhydrotetracycline (Sigma, stock
of 200 mg/ml in 90/10 mixture of EtOH/DMSO), typically applied in log2
titration series.
All cytometry measurements were made on a Becton Dickinson LSRII
flow cytometer, along with an autosampler device (HTS) to collect data
over a sampling time of 6–12 s, typically corresponding to 2,000–10,000
cells. GFP and YFP were excited at 488 nm, and fluorescence was collected
through a HQ530/30 bandpass filter (Chroma). mCherry and mKate2 were
excited at 561 nm, and fluorescence was collected through a HQ610/20
bandpass filter (Chroma).Microscopy and Image Analysis
Cells expressing Msn2-YFP or related constructs were plated in SD
complete media onto concanavalin A-coated 96-well glass-bottom plates,
allowed to settle, and then washed twice with fresh media. Samples were
imaged on a Nikon Ti inverted scope with arc-lamp illumination using RFP
(560/40 nm excitation, 630/75 nm emission, Chroma) and YFP (510/10 nm
excitation, 542/27 nm emission, Semrock) filters. Images were processed
and analyzed with ImageJ and custom-built MATLAB scripts. Nuclear
enrichment was computed by dividing the average intensity of the brightest
ten pixels in the cell by the median intensity of the cell.
Flow Cytometry Data Analysis
All data were analyzed with customMATLAB software. Raw cytometry data
were filtered to remove errors due to uneven sampling, and cell size was
corrected for as described previously [16].
Sequence Analysis
The latest S288C genome was downloaded from Saccharomyces Genome
Database (http://yeastgenome.org), and the DNA sequence was processed
and examined with custom MATLAB scripts. Promoters were operationally
defined as 700 bp upstream of the start (ATG) condon of the gene.
MITOMI Devices and Experiments
MITOMI devices were made as described in Maerkl and Quake [22] and
Fordyce et al. [21]. Devices were based on the designs from Maerkl and
Quake [22]. The two layers of the device were made from RTV615 PDMS
casts from the silicon molds. The two-layer device was aligned and bonded
to a glass substrate with a contact-printed array of the DNA library (ssDNA
template strands were ordered from IDT, and Alexa 647 end-labeled second
strands were synthesized with Klenow exoenzyme). Finished devices were
run as described previously [21, 22, 40]. His-tagged Msn2 protein was
synthesized in wheat germ extract (Promega) and fluorescently labeled by
incorporation of Bodipy-lysine. After running the devices, the fluorescence
intensities were scanned using an ArrayWoRx scanner. Fluorescence data
for bound DNA and protein and free DNA in the DNA chamber were
extracted from the scanned images with Genepix 6.1. A dilution series of
the labeled primer flowed onto the DNA chambers was used as a standard
curve to calibrate the relationship of Alexa Fluor signal to free DNA con-
centration in the DNA storage chamber on the devices. Binding curves
were fit to a hyperbolic saturation curve with global nonlinear regression
in GraphPad Prism 4.00 to derive Kd values.
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